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I pensieri elevati devono avere un linguaggio elevato
A

Obiettivo della collana è quello di pubblicare opere che utilizzino tutte le forme del
pensiero per capire le dinamiche di evoluzione autonoma dei sistemi umani al fine
di poter “governare non direttivamente” l’emergere di un nuovo sviluppo “non
equivalente”, tra gli infiniti percorsi di sviluppo possibile, giudicato socialmente
etico ed estetico.
Leonardia perché Leonardo Da Vinci è stato il precursore di quasi tutte le
forme di pensiero che sono state sviluppate nel corso dei secoli successivi: dal
pensiero classico a quello “non riduzionistico”. Le tematiche principali possono
essere strutturate su due filoni strettamente intrecciati: le “fonti” e gli “impieghi”.
Per “fonti” intendiamo tutti quei modelli e metafore che sono nati dalle diverse
aree di conoscenza e che costituiscono la materia prima per comprendere le dinamiche di evoluzione autonoma dei sistemi umani e trovare il modo di governarle
non direttivamente.
Le fonti fondamentali sono:
—
—
—
—
—
—

le scienze “hard”: la fisica e la matematica;
la biologia, l’evoluzione e le neuroscienze;
le scienze umane;
la complessità e la scienza dei sistemi;
la filosofia e l’estetica come categoria di sintesi;
le religioni come “software” sociale.

Un libro di “fonti” non dovrebbe contenere solo sintesi delle singole aree di
conoscenza, ma dovrebbe presentare i “modi” di pensare che sono stati sviluppati in
queste aree di conoscenza e illustrare come essi possono contribuire a comprendere

i processi di evoluzione autonoma dei sistemi umani e individuare modalità di
governo non direttivo verso un nuovo sviluppo etico ed estetico.
Per “impieghi” intendiamo tutti i sistemi umani che compongono una società
e per i quali è necessario attivare nuovi processi di auto evoluzione “governata
non direttivamente” in modo da arrivare a costruire nuovi contesti economici,
sociali, istituzionali e naturali a partire da un “fondo” di ”vuoti” ricchissimi, proprio
utilizzando le nuove forme di pensiero “raccontate” nelle fonti.
Gli impieghi, cioè, i sistemi umani sono:
— sistemi tecnologici e virtuali;
— attori e sistemi economici micro (le imprese manifatturiere, distributive finanziarie, ecc.) e macro;
— attori e sistemi sociali;
— attori e sistemi politico–istituzionali–normativi;
— sistemi psichici, biologici ed ecologici;
— sistemi urbani e infrastrutturali.
In sintesi, il rapporto fonti–impieghi è “circolare”, non è lineare. Non si procede
solo dalle fonti verso gli “impieghi”. Vale anche il percorso inverso: gli impieghi
possono suggerire la scoperta di nuove “fonti” cioè nuovi modelli e nuove metafore
del conoscere.
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Premise
One of the most important results of neurosciences is the recent
finding that the main associative hubs of the brain’s cortex compose a
gigantic network, the most probable function of which is to regulate,
in default of specific tasks, the basic dynamics of the goal–directed
social navigation of the self. This result opens up new prospects in the
theory of mental functioning, and the aim of this work is to show that
it is possible to give a first, simplified model of the complex dynamics
which underlies the functioning, or malfunctioning, of this gigantic
component of the brain.
The statistical theory of phase transitions and its correlation with
the geometric theory of bifurcation catastrophes yields a relatively simple statistical geometric model of the spontaneous symmetry breaking
of the self–organized criticality of this gigantic network, and of ensuing transitions, regulated by four parameters, among three stable
ordered phases at most. Phase transitions may model the relations,
among three actants at most, of an imagined map which stages to
the self ’s consciousness frames of the relations among the self, its
social counterpart and a common goal object during goal–directed
social navigation. The four parameters may model the regulation of
the network by means of its four basic hubs, which implement the
functions of empathy, viewpoint, prospection and dominance of the self
during its goal–directed social navigation.
These basic functions correspond to the four polarities which, according to Freud, rule psychic life, and they also correspond quite well
to the four elements of the personality functioning of the DMS– Alternative Model. In this way, it is possible to obtain a very simplified but
complete model of the dynamics of the frames of all basic imagined
relations, normal or impaired, of the self with itself or another person,
so far described by psychoanalysis and taken into account by personal
psychopathology.
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Introduction

Recent functional imaging studies have led many researchers to agree
in delineating an intrinsic organization of the brain cortex called the
default–reorienting mode network. This network is spontaneously activated in a quiet relaxation state, while the subject is internally focused
on uniquely human social adaptive tasks, such as the conscious representation of imagined self–other relations, autobiographical memory
retrieval and the self–referential simulation of alternative worlds. This
resting state network — one of the most globally connected regions of
the brain — probably has a peculiar homeodynamic function involving consciousness, i.e., regulating top–down the communication of
the self with its social environment and with itself during goal–directed
social navigation.
The default–reorienting network, which reproduces well across
subjects, comprises a default medial and a reorienting ventrolateral
network, each comprising a prefrontal and postero–parietal hub. Between one and two years of age, the time–span during which core
consciousness emerges and, according to Damasio, an internal map
uses two imagined actants to represent the relation of the self with
its (social) environment, activation of the higher connected ventromedial prefrontal hub of the network, which is involved in emotional
evaluation, probably spreads by means of axonal connections up to
the ventromedial–ventrolateral postero–parietal hub, involved in visuospatial reorienting. Owing to synchronization at alpha frequency
between these core hubs, emotional evaluation may be recruited for
empathy, whereas visuospatial reorienting may be recruited for the
viewpoint of the opposed Self and Other imagined actants.
Then, between three and five years of age, when the theory of
mind develops, the dorsomedial–ventrolateral prefrontal hub of the
network probably synchronizes with the dorsomedial–ventrolateral
postero–parietal hub by means of further axonal connections. This
further synchronization would regulate the representation of the joint
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attention of the polarized Self and Other imagined actants toward an
anticipated neutral Goal Object, and allow self–referential prospection
of the possible worlds alternative to the present one, peculiar to self–
consciousness, with the possible dominance of one of the polarized
actants during their competition for the Goal Object.
In the first part of this work, I review the main studies on the
above summarized organization of the default–reorienting network
and important studies on topics related to neural self–organization,
such as:
a) critical connectivity and percolation of order at the edge of
chaos;
b) top–down alpha synchronization and the shutter–like mechanism;
c) cross–frequency phase synchronization between global alpha
and local gamma activity.
In addition, I return to Haken’s studies on spontaneous symmetry breaking from an unstable critical point — with Jaines’ objective/subjective interpretation of the maximization of information
entropy, and then show an important correlation between statistical
phase transitions and the geometric cusp and butterfly bifurcation catastrophes of Thom’s classification theorem, which resemble Landau
phenomenological description of critical behavior.
Basing my work on the intrinsic organization of the brain cortex as
described above, lastly I propose a simplified statistical geometric model
of the ground states of the brain’s default–reorienting network, which
underlies the homeodynamics of the goal–directed social navigation
of the self. To deal with the dynamical complexity of the network, I
disentangle spatial distribution from temporal oscillations of the neural
electric dipoles, and divide the model into two parts. I first transform
limit cycles into fixed points and examine the spatial distribution at given
fixed times of the initial phases of polarization of macroscopic dipoles. I
then examine the temporal oscillation at given spatial locations of these
dipoles, studying the limit cycles given by Hopf bifurcations from these
fixed points. The stages in making up the model, with the respective
inferences and further assumptions (all corroborated by empirical data
or numerical calculations), are the following.
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a) Cortical dominance and spread of activation. Empirical evidence reveals that scalp–recorded EEG alpha activity arises from a large
number of equivalent current dipoles in the cortex, oriented
perpendicular to the pial surface. Since top–down coherent
alpha activity is stronger between cortical areas than between
cortical and thalamic areas, only cortical activity is examined
here. It is assumed that the random self–sustained beta activation of the open dendritic fields of cortical superficial–layer
pyramidal cells spreads with alpha synchronization from the
higher connected prefrontal hub up to the postero–parietal hub
of the default–reorienting network. The polarizations pck (t) =
p0 expi(ϕ0k + Tπt ), where T ≈0 Hz, of the open dendritic fields
of the cortical columns are viewed as basic variables.
b) A lattice of dipoles: the Langevin equation. Excitatory pyramidal
neurons of cortical superficial layers have long axons capable
of forming distant synaptic contacts: these are given by action
potentials, triggered by soma depolarization during the phase
of the fast change of excitability of these neurons. During the
phase of the slow relaxation oscillations these neurons do not
communicate. I first examine the spatial distribution, owing to
fast reciprocal interactions by means of action potentials, of
polarization pk (nT) = p0 cos ϕ0k of the electric dipoles in the
direction perpendicular to the pial surface. This is tantamount
to making a Poincaré first return map which transforms limit
cycles into point attractors. Initial phases ϕ0k resemble the spin
or dipole orientations of a ferromagnetic or ferroelectric substance. At the level of self–organized criticality at which a phase
transition occurs, universal laws are valid, and do not depend
on the specific type of (positively) interacting fields, but only
on symmetry and on the order of moments. I then study the
bifurcation, at a given time t0 = 0, of the unstable point attractor
given by random activation of the pk (0) dipoles, the average
macroscopic polarization Pr of which is set at zero. Given symmetric interactions among column dipoles and strong damping
due to the saturation of excitation, and as < F(t) >= 0 for random white noise fluctuations, as a first approximation I describe
the dynamics in the neighbourhood of Pr = 0 by the deter-
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ministic Langevin equation dP
= − ∂∂ VP , V being a free energy
dt
Lyapunov potential and P = P(0) the macroscopic polarization
referring to Pr .
c) A butterfly bifurcation into three point phases. I assume that constraints are given by statistical averages over moments up to
the sixth order. In this case, Lyapunov potential V = P − (p −
P
P
pc )  − (d − dc )  +(e − ec ) P − v0 P, resembling the free energy
of a ferroelectric substance, is diffeomorphic to that of a butterfly phase transition, with macroscopic polarization P = P(0)
as the order parameter, (symmetric) e and p default control
parameters, and (antisymmetric) v0 and d reorienting control
parameters. When e < ec , the random unstable fixed point with
mean polarization Pr ≈0 bifurcates (with period doubling) into
two stable ordered fixed points with opposite macroscopic polarizations P = P(0) = P0 and P(0) = −P0 (and bimodal Gaussian
stationary probability distribution) which correspond to the
synchronized initial phases φ0 = 0 and φ0 = π, respectively. I
assume that these fixed points are probably located at the medial prefrontal (emotional) and postero–parietal (visuospatial)
hubs of the default network, and give the slots for Damasio’s
Self and Other imagined actants, respectively. When p > pc ,
a new bifurcation (with further period doubling) gives rise
to a new ordered phase with (real) macroscopic polarization
P(0) = 0. I assume that this intermediate point phase gives the
slot for the imagined Goal Object which joins the intentions of
the Self and Other imagined actants.
d) Default and reorienting control parameters. I assume that the (probably cholinergic) e control parameter (resembling temperature)
corresponds to the level of excitation of the medial prefrontal
hub, involved in emotional evaluation, and that the (probably
noradrenergic) v0 control parameter (resembling the polarization
due to an external field) corresponds to the visuospatial reorienting of the medial postero–parietal hub and gives the mean
potential displacement of the soma of electric dipoles. When
e < ec , emotional evaluation may be recruited for empathy and
visuospatial reorienting for the viewpoint of the opposed Self and
Other imagined actants. I assume that the (probably dopamin-
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ergic) p control parameter (resembling pressure) corresponds
to the small–world diameter reduction of the default network,
owing to an increase in axonal connections. When p > pc , easier
self–referential communication and the joint attention of the
Self and Other polarized actants toward the anticipated neutral
Object allow temporal prospection of possible worlds alternative
to the present one. I assume that the (probably serotonergic) d control parameter (resembling stress) corresponds to the dominance
of one of the polarized actants, owing to the conflict between
opposite polarizations, both related to an intermediate one.
e) The Lienard system: bifurcation of limit cycles. Having examined
the spatial distribution at given fixed times of the initial phases
of polarization of the macroscopic dipoles, I then examine the
temporal oscillations at given spatial locations which start from the
initial phases of these dipoles. That is, I study the oscillations,
with the same frequency but opposite phases, of the macroscopic dipoles probably located at the medial prefrontal and
postero–parietal hubs of the default network. I assume that the
oscillations of each of these macroscopic dipoles are given by
the relaxation oscillations of hysteresis loops corresponding to
(simple or double) limit cycles which bifurcate from the unstable
(simple or double) focus of a Lienard system of two equations
with fast P macroscopic polarization and slow v relaxation variables: these oscillate starting from the opposite initial values
P(0) = P0 and P(0) = − P0 of the prefrontal and postero–parietal
macroscopic dipoles, respectively. The Lienard system includes
( dP
, dv ) flow in the phase space of the (P, v) Lienard variables of
dt dt
a van der Pol oscillator, which is very similar to the FitzHugh
system of equations giving the (simple) limit cycles of a synchronized population of oscillating neural dipoles. An extension
from the third degree of P in the first equation of the latter system, up to the fifth degree of P in the first equation of the
Lienard system, takes into account the extension of the default–
reorienting network, owing to the combination between the
ventromedial and dorsomedial frontoparietal networks.
f ) A global top–down shutter–like mechanism. Having assumed that
the medial prefrontal and postero–parietal hubs of the default
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network are the slots of the Self and Other imagined actants,
respectively, I assume that the two Lienard macroscopic alpha limit cycles, with the same frequency but opposite phases,
are located at these slots. Their active phases, open alternatively to local internal (emotional) and external (visuospatial)
bottom–up information, respectively, may give the global top–
down shutter–like mechanism of the alpha rhythm of the default–
reorienting network, the regulation of which may be ascribed
to the centro–parietal alpha–mu rhythm which turns perception into action.
g) Recursive maps and pace–maker alpha frequencies. Since in a neural network the time of interaction among neural units in a
neural network is finite, it is suitable to convert the Lienard
system of differential equations into one of recursive maps. Numerical calculations with these maps show that a multiplicity
of single symmetric and couples of antisymmetric limit cycles
obtained by varying the control parameters (in specific limited
intervals) oscillate with the same, stable frequency as that required by the pace–maker function. In the first approximation
model I propose, the Lienard system is an extension of simple FitzHugh equations for spiking squid axons. By making
the discrete interaction time of Lienard maps — when limit
cycles are tuned to the edge of chaos — correspond to the spiking time of squid axon, the frequency of these stable rhythms
can be roughly calculated and are in fact in the alpha range,
with f ≈ 0. Hz. In conclusion, some basic characteristics of
the limit cycles generated by the statistical geometric model —
such as global shutter–like mechanism, pace–maker function, alpha
frequency, (anti)symmetry and bimodality — correspond quite
well to those peculiar to the peak alpha frequencies dominant
in the EEG power spectrum.
h) The necessary and sufficient conditions for consciousness. The global
shutter–like mechanism, the alpha–mu rhythm of which would
dynamically connect the slots of the Self and Other imagined
actants into the predicate frame which maps the relation of
the self with its social ernvironment, may give the necessary
condition for (core) consciousness. The sufficient condition may
derive from the huge multiplicity of local gamma limit cycles
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of various frequencies (of Wilson–Cowan type, also with inhibitory stellate neurons) given by successive Hopf bifurcations
from global alpha cycles of the granular cortical layer, open
to thalamic motor–sensory information. Alpha and gamma
nested limit cycles may be regarded as projections of tori, and
some authors claim that invariant tori can be only set up if their
gamma/alpha frequency ratio is rational and that, as in conservative systems, some of these resonant tori may disappear due
to weak external perturbation (resetting).
In the second part of this work, I apply the statistical–geometric
model of the default–reorienting network to describe possible frameworks of conscious imagined scenes which map the relation of the
self with its environment during goal–directed social navigation. For
any given value of prospection and dominance, and varying empathy
and viewpoint parameters, the core frontoparietal network may stage
frameworks of conscious imagined scenes which represent the frames
of empathic relations between the Self and Other imagined actants
exchanging viewpoints. In addition, by changing the values of the
prospection and dominance parameters, a huge variety of frameworks
of conscious imagined scenes may be obtained, the frames of dyadic
and triadic imagined relations of which correspond to the dynamics of
some archetypal relations described by the object–relations theory of
psychoanalysis, and of the paradigmatic actantial relations of Greimas’
narrative semiotics.
Then, application of a large variation of the prospection and dominance parameters allows the model of a huge variety of frames for autobiographical memory retrieval and simulation of alternative worlds
to be obtained. As this simulation is given by maximizing expectations
uncertainty subject to default social and self–referential constraints,
it may be viewed as a Bayesian inference to which possible–worlds
semantics may correspond. This uniquely human capability of setting up one’s own story by connecting one’s own past, present and
future in a self–conscious continuity of experience may also be revealed in dreaming. A sequence of four separated dreams, selected in
analysis from those of a borderline patient, forms a macrostructure
of four frames of possible worlds identifying the counterparts of a
single individual concept: these dreams are in fact connected by a
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“blow–up” along two transworld lines which correspond to the axes
of prospection and dominance.
In Thom’s classification, as well as the compact butterfly and cusp
cuspoids, there are also non–compact cuspoids, the potential V(x) of
which has branches going to – ∞, and these do not correspond to
proper phase transitions (to work properly, non–compact cuspoids
must be embedded in compact ones). I presume that, as compact cuspoids may model the dynamics of the frames of normal (or neurotic,
in the case of fixation) imagined relations of the self, so non–compact
cuspoids may model the dynamics of the frames of anomalous (psychotic or autistic) relations. A complete geometric model of the dynamics of all possible frames of imagined actantial relations may thus
be obtained, and the frames of anomalous ones correspond to those
of the main anomalous relations described by psychoanalysis and/or
psychiatry.
In Metapsychologie (), Freud states that psychic life is basically
ruled by the polarities subject–object, pleasing–unpleasing and active–
passive, which resemble viewpoint, empathy and dominance control
parameters, respectively, and that the distinction between secondary
and primary psychic processes is governed by the polarity repression–
regression, which resembles the prospection control parameter.
In the Alternative Model of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders (), personality disorders are characterized by
impairments in personality functioning involving empathy, identity,
self–direction and intimacy. Empathy and identity correspond to empathy and viewpoint, and to the e and v control parameters of cusp
phase transition; self–direction and intimacy correspond to prospection and dominance, and to the p and d control parameters of the
butterfly phase transition.
Lastly, extending the geometric model to comprise non–compact
cuspoids leads to the hypothesis of a correspondence between the
stages of assemblage, by integration and reorganization (probably
gene–regulated), of the subsystems of the default–reorienting network, and the stages of combination of the P categories of the self ’s
polarization, defined as monoids of endofunctors on a sequence of –,
–, – and –dimensional control spaces, indexed by the sequence v, e,
d and p of linear order parameters.

